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Back in 1965, Gordon Moore realised the
number of components in integrated
circuits had doubled every year since

1958. He saw no reason why that shouldn’t
continue to happen ‘for at least 10 years’.

That observation has evolved into Moore’s
Law, which says the number of transistors per
unit area of silicon doubles every 18 months. The
Law has developed a life of its own: from being
an observation on what had happened and
what might, semiconductor manufacturers now
use it as the engine which drives the
development of their processes. And, almost as
regularly as clockwork, technology moves
forward to the next node.

It seems almost impossible that leading edge
manufacturers are now working at the 20nm
node; even 15 years ago, we were marvelling at
devices being made on a 0.35µm (350nm)
process. And yet it’s happening.

As well as working on ever smaller processes,
the industry is now looking at manufacturing
using 450mm wafers. According to TSMC, it’s
the only way it can make the economics work;
certainly at 20nm and beyond.

While 450mm manufacturing is only being
pursued by two or three leading companies, a
school of thought exists that suggests Europe
should invest $3billion to get in on the action. 

A report produced for the European
Commission says 450mm manufacturing will
define the geographical locations of the next
(and perhaps final) 10 to 15 most advanced
semiconductor production areas worldwide and
that the investment would protect Europe’s

equipment and materials industry and advanced
research centres.

So what will leading manufacturers do at the
20nm node and what benefits will that bring?
The FPGA sector is traditionally an early adopter
and the two leading companies are pursuing 3d
technology, which might bring true system
integration – rather than system in a package –
in the next few years. Alongside integration,
FPGAs are helping designers deal with such
issues as security, power and reliability.

While 3d technology might become available
in the near term, the question remains of
whether such products can be designed. But it’s
not just 3d integration; there remain issues
regarding the use of third party IP. Synopsys
admits companies must accelerate their
innovation to prosper – and they expect the
same from their EDA, IP and services partners.
While companies like Synopsys continue to
launch new tools, one FPGA company says EDA
support is emerging ‘at best’. Reading between
the lines, there’s a lot of work to be done before
these true 3d integrated systems can be created.

Analogue manufacturers, although working
several generations behind the leading edge,
face similar problems. Smaller products leave less
space for power conversion components, which
are critical to extended battery life. According to
Micrel, this leaves engineers two options –
eliminate components or reduce their size. The
solution, it believes, is to move beyond discrete
components to the development of fully
integrated solutions that meet the designer’s
specific system requirements.

Graham Pitcher, Group Editor, Findlay Media
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The UK has world class electronics design and manufacture communities. The
latest technology will help them to address the emerging megatrends.

The future beckons
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But not all products need an FPGA at their
heart. Traditionally, the microcontroller is the ‘go
to’ device for embedded system designers. Until
recently, the majority of designers would have
chosen an 8bit microcontroller (mcu); anything
else would have been too powerful for their
application. However, as graphical interfaces
become more powerful and systems are required
to be more capable, the days of the 8bit mcu are
becoming numbered.

While other 32bit cores are available, it’s the
ARM Cortex-M range which appears to have
captured the imagination of mcu developers.
ARM is pushing at both ends of the spectrum –
with the Cortex-M4, it’s addressing digital signal
control applications, but the recent launch of the
Cortex-M0+ core is providing much of the
impetus for companies such as Freescale and
NXP to develop mcus which provide 32bit
functionality at 8bit prices

Is it the beginning of the end for 8bit mcus?
Geoff Lees, vp of Freescale’s industrial and
multimarket mcu business, said: “Unless a
customer can make a huge business case to stay
with 8bit, we’ll be recommending M0+ based
mcus in the future.”

Microcontrollers will also play a central role in
the development of the ‘Internet of Things’ – the
latest way to describe machine to machine
(M2M) communications. We’ve been talking
about M2M for about a decade now, but the
technology is only now starting to take off,
enabled by more powerful, less costly
communications and by the emergence of the
cloud as a viable tool.

A couple of years ago, Ericsson estimated
that 50billion devices would be connected by the
end of this decade. While the general opinion is
that figure is optimistic, many people expect
there to be 20bn devices talking to each other by
then.

The possibilities are, it seems, endless. There
are ‘obvious’ applications for M2M, such as

logistics. But the opportunities come when the
less obvious applications are explored. Elsewhere
in this issue, we discuss the possibility of the
connected cow; communications technology can
be used to relay the animal’s vital statistics to the
farmer. And white space communications are set
to take advantage of the spectrum recently
vacated by analogue tv transmissions.

Then there’s the question of where products
are made. Not too long ago, it was a ‘no brainer’
to send designs for manufacture to Asia. But
those days have gone; the UK now has a
competitive electronics manufacturing industry
and has even begun to win the large orders that
would have been placed elsewhere without a
second thought.

One example is element 14’s decision to
make 300,000 Raspberry Pis in South Wales;
something that wouldn’t have happened before.

Phil Inness, chair of Intellect’s Electronic

Manufacturing Services Association said: “The
UK is maturing into a world class electronic
manufacturing environment with collaborative
working across the supply chain and many
continuous improvement initiatives in place.
Variations in exchange rates, increases in the
offshore costs, uncertainties over IP and an
increased awareness of counterfeit avoidance,
means UK manufacturing is increasingly
attractive.”

Design practices are changing. The Raspberry
Pi is just one catalyst; although intended to get
young people interested in programming,
engineers of all ages are finding new uses for the
board. Similarly, the Arduino and Beagleboard

environments – along with development
environments created by electronics distributors
– are allowing designers to be more innovative.

Recognising this, distributors, such as RS
Components, are developing online resources to
help their customers get from concept to
creation as quickly as possible.

So what shape is the UK electronics design
community in? A soon to be published report
will show the sector is not only world class, but
also makes a significant contribution to the UK’s
economy and to employment.

The Electronic Systems: Challenges and
Opportunities report is being led by Jamie
Urquhart, once ARM’s chief operating officer.
“The UK has a broad spread of companies which
are invisible, but whose technology appears in
exciting products. The report gives the
opportunity to take a longer term view.”

Derek Boyd, chief executive of trade

association nmi, added: “The UK has a
competitive, leading edge industrial sector, but it
is a sector which could do even better. Our work
is about making a fit industry fitter and about
making the industry take responsibility for its
future.”

And where does that future lie? Trade
association Intellect believes the UK’s
electronics community should capitalise on the
‘megatrends’ where electronics plays a vital
role. It believes UK electronics companies have
opportunities in such markets as mobile
technology, electric vehicles, smart
infrastructure and medical/assisted living
equipment.

“A soon to be published report will show the UK’s electronics sector

is not only world class, but also makes a significant contribution to

the UK’s economy and to employment.”

NEW ELECTRONICS / INTRODUCTION

5
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A
s we approach 2013, the mixed
signal and analogue markets will
unquestionably play an increasingly
important role in the design and

operation of electronic systems worldwide.
Nowhere is this more evident than in the
development of power conversion and power
management solutions. 

The demand for more efficient power
utilisation has long shared top billing with
performance and integration as a critical
concern – and for good reason. The cost for
power and cooling has risen dramatically in the
last decade, placing a premium on even the
smallest incremental improvements in power
efficiency. Add to this the battle to preserve
operational reliability while packing more
systems operating continuously and with
higher performance into smaller spaces and
the critical value of every advancement in
analogue power conversion and management
solutions becomes unmistakeable.

Witness the evolution of the data centre,
whose seemingly insatiable demand for more
computing power made it mandatory years
ago to monitor the current draw and supply
voltages of each power rail in each power
block. Today, even lower end systems must be
monitored closely to enable their performance
to be optimised and for any problems that
arise to  be reported. This requires the ability to
convert the measured data to digital signals
that may be communicated to the system
controllers via I2C or SMBUS. This, in turn, will
increase the demand for mixed signal designs

over the standard analogue parts used in dc/dc
applications.

Typically, the largest drivers for more data
centres and servers are cloud computing
applications, such as Amazon, and social
networking applications like Facebook. Our
customers who are developing the servers for
these applications constantly strive to reduce
their system’s power requirements by using
higher efficiency converters. This demand has
pushed the efficiency of the dc/dc converters
for point of load applications beyond the 90%
level. However, designers continue to look for
incremental improvements of another one or
two percent – an improvement that can have a
dramatic impact on the overall power
requirement of large server equipment, since
they use multiple dc/dc converters in each
system. 

HIGHER CONVERSION EFFICIENCY
The demand for higher conversion efficiency is
forcing the semiconductor industry to produce
more efficient ICs, including the ubiquitous
switching MOSFETs which appear throughout
networking and datacom systems. These
devices target low voltage, point of load
applications. Conversely, semiconductor
manufacturers are developing new switching
devices for high voltage applications in
telecom and industrial systems using GaN FETs
or silicon carbon technologies. The increased
power conversion efficiency of these new
switchers translates to less heat in the system
and, therefore, lower cooling costs. In so

Brian Hedayati, Vice President of Marketing, Linear & Power Solutions

6

Analogue technology companies are moving from providing
discrete solutions to the development of fully integrated solutions.

MICREL

Micrel is a leading global manufacturer

of IC solutions for the worldwide

analogue, Ethernet and high bandwidth

markets. The company’s products include

advanced mixed signal, analogue and

power semiconductors; high

performance communication, clock

management, Ethernet switch and

physical layer transceiver ICs. Company

customers include leading

manufacturers of enterprise, consumer,

industrial, mobile, telecommunications,

automotive, and computer products.

Micrel’s headquarters and wafer

fabrication facilities are located in San

Jose, CA, with regional sales and support

offices and advanced technology design

centres throughout the Americas,

Europe and Asia. 

The future of analogue
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doing, these new FETs make systems more
efficient  and reliable due to reduction of heat
on their boards, lowering the overall cost of
operation requiring less cooling. 

The analogue semiconductor industry will
continue to be challenged on two additional
fronts as it heads into next year – integration
and time to market. Micrel’s power converter
customers typically do not have the time nor
the resources to develop their own designs and
are, therefore, increasingly dependent on their
suppliers to provide complete solutions. Once
these products have passed qualification,
customers typically reuse the overall design to
minimise time to market. Many suppliers offer
highly integrated modular solutions for their
dc/dc applications, but the costs for these can
be prohibitive due to the expensive packaging
required. This industry is seeing – and
participating in – a substantial push to simplify
the packaging, while offering the same or
better performance over the existing modules.

LESS SPACE FOR POWER COMPONENTS
System integration requirements will also
continue to challenge designers in the power
management space to keep pace with
consumers clamouring for more ‘bells and
whistles’ on their mobile phones and for solid
state drives that keep getting smaller, but
which can store more data and access it more
quickly than ever before. Both of these real
estate demands leave less space for power
conversion components, despite that fact that
higher performance dc/dc converters are
needed to handle fast load changes with high
efficiency at full or light loads.

This basically leaves the engineer two
options – eliminate components or reduce their
size. They can achieve both by deploying more
innovative packaging and by integrating
inductors and passive components within the
dc/dc regulators. They may also choose to

adopt Micrel’s HyperSpeed Control solution
that eliminates the extra filter capacitors
needed to accommodate load transients,
thereby reducing real estate usage and
lowering the all important bill of materials
(BoM).

HyperSpeed Control is a patented control
architecture in the latest generation of Micrel’s
dc/dc conversion products. The approach fills
the need for higher efficiency, ultra fast
transient response and ease of use with few
external components and a minuscule solution
size. HyperSpeed Control is a digitally
modified, adaptive on time control and ripple

injection technique. The digital portion of this
control scheme maintains a constant frequency
during minor changes in the output current,
but switches to constant on time mode to
provide fast transient response. 

Thus, the designer can choose to either
attain improved transient response with the
same amount of capacitance as a traditional
PWM control scheme or reduce the required
output capacitance significantly � up to 40%
when compared to traditional PWM
architectures � while maintaining the same
transient performance. This gives the designer
the predictable switching noise of a fixed
frequency PWM solution along with ultra fast
transient response. Another feature of this
patented technology is the ability to maintain
extremely tight voltage regulation, even at high
VIN/VOUT ratios. External compensation or

current sense elements are not required,
making these products cost effective and
simple to use for a wide range of applications. 

Another trend that will assuredly gain
momentum as we head into 2013 is the
demand from customers for more system level
solutions in the form of application specific
power management ICs. Much like the
product developers in the digital
semiconductor realm have done, Micrel is
beginning to engage at an early point with its
customers, working ever more closely with
their system architects and designers as they
develop their next generation products to find

the optimal solutions for their applications with
the lowest BoM cost. 

In short, Micrel is being pressed regularly to
exchange the typical approach of developing
standard analogue power management
building blocks that customers must design
piecemeal into their products for fully
integrated solutions that accommodate the
specific requirements of their systems. This
places a premium on Micrel deepening its
customer relationships, forcing the company to
invest in itself more heavily in a solutions
mentality on their behalf. 

Happily, it also creates the opportunity for
Micrel to deepen its understanding of
customer needs and to discover at a much
earlier point where innovations can best serve
customers – something that presents them
with greater value.

“Micrel is being pressed regularly to exchange the typical approach

of developing standard analogue power management building blocks

that customers must design piecemeal into their products for fully

integrated solutions that accommodate the specific requirements of

their systems.”

MICREL / MIXED SIGNAL & ANALOGUE

7

web: www.micrel.com
tel: 01635 524455
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E
veryone is familiar with the technologies
used for person to person
communication, but few are as well
acquainted with machine to machine (or

M2M) technology, a broad term for the huge
range of machines that talk to other machines –
servers, controllers, sensors or ‘the cloud.’

M2M AND THE ‘INTERNET OF THINGS’
M2M is being adopted rapidly. The internet is
no longer a network of computers; it has
evolved into a network of devices of all types
and sizes – from cars and toys to medical
instruments and industrial systems – all
connected, all communicating and sharing
information all the time. There are already more
than 1billion M2M devices at work today in
sensors, smart meters, smart buildings and so
on. This number is expected to grow to more
than 10billion in the coming years and this will
require and drive integrated solutions from a
robust ecosystem. In fact, according to market
analyst IDC, it is expected that by 2015,
intelligent M2M systems will account for more
than one third of the volume of all connected
devices shipped annually worldwide. 

In this ‘Internet of Things,’ devices, systems
and machines will not only communicate with
humans, they will also communicate with each
other and, in doing so, generate an enormous
volume of data. When collected, this data can

be analysed in smart ways and applied to
products, systems and services. It can be used to
optimise performance, maximise efficiency and
minimise cost and resource usage. M2M and
related smart systems can also use data to make
smarter, faster and more dynamic decisions to
meet such business goals as improved service
delivery, increased responsiveness and new or
enhanced service offerings. 

M2M APPLICATIONS
M2M is an enabler for smart energy in several
areas: exploration and production; power
generation, including renewable energy; smart
distribution networks; smart meters; electric
vehicle charging; and home and building energy
management systems. As distributed energy
sources, such as solar and wind power, become
more common, maintaining power quality
becomes increasingly difficult without a smarter
distribution network. M2M monitoring and
control enables the smart grid to adjust to
changing conditions with higher reliability,
security and performance than before. To ensure
quality, securing the distribution is vital, which
requires fast, active, responsive and accurate sets
of monitors and controllers – not just at the
heart of the network, but also in smart meters or
building energy management systems.

Industrial markets have used machines,
robots and other forms of M2M control devices

Brian Vezza, Director, M2M Solutions
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WIND RIVER

Wind River, a wholly owned subsidiary

of Intel, is a world leader in embedded

and mobile software. Wind River has

been pioneering computing inside

embedded devices since 1981 and its

technology is found in more than

1billion products. Wind River is

headquartered in California and has

offices in more than 20 countries.

Are you ready for the
‘Internet of Things’?
How M2M devices can be enabled through 
software/hardware integration.
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for many years, but new advancements are
creating new opportunities. For example, M2M
technology can be used for predictive
maintenance, where monitoring data are run
through analytics and historical patterns to
determine when a component may be nearing
failure. By acting on this knowledge, downtime
can be minimised. Action before a problem
occurs means the reduction of major issues.

In the medical area, smart M2M devices,
services and applications enable healthcare
professionals to understand their patients’
conditions and make accurate, timely and
realistic recommendations. For example, a
home health application may monitor
heartbeat. Typically, accumulated data is not
reported back to a medical professional every
second, but is stored on a monitor that is
attached to a patient. A couple of days’ worth
of data is recorded before being sent to the
clinician or healthcare professional, who,
following analysis, can determine whether
immediate or corrective action is required.

CHALLENGES AND REQUIREMENTS
Each system or M2M application is different,
but the process essentially breaks down into
two domains. The first is making sure that the
devices perform correctly over time, connect
and securely communicate their data. The
second is sending the data somewhere – to
another machine, server, IT system or the cloud
– where analytics can be performed to increase
business intelligence.

Today, the biggest challenge for M2M
continues to be implementation. There are
plenty of discrete examples that have been
around for 20 years, such as telemetry and
telematics. But while it is relatively simple to
create a single device or service, it remains a
real challenge to scale the process and then
operate it. The difference now is that platforms
are being built to meet as many of those

challenges as possible. This is accelerating and
streamlining development, while reducing cost,
complexity and the potential pitfalls that have
been experienced for many years – and doing
so at scale and with a broader range of devices,
service and applications to gain increasing
benefits. Right now, however, industry is still in
the early stages of this transition.

Device hardware is clearly dependent on the
type of function it is designed to perform.
While a mobile heart monitor will be a relatively
low cost and low performance device, it will
need to have extremely high reliability; a wind
turbine or a digital signage display will clearly
be more expensive. While some specific
demands will vary, the general requirements are
roughly the same: the hardware has to be cost
effective and offer an appropriate level of

performance as well as a certain longevity,
which is often underestimated. It makes a
significant difference if a device’s hardware and
software related services are only good for two
years compared to another device’s lifetime of
seven years or longer.

As soon as an M2M device is connected, a
suite of requirements emerges:

• Devices must be secure, reliable and have
acceptable performance.

• Connectivity should include wired and
wireless, WAN, LAN, PAN and into the cloud.

• Devices must be manageable beyond just
seeing if the device is working.

• Deployments must scale to large numbers of
unattended devices.

• The system must be easy to understand, order,

buy, install, build, use, operate, manage and fix. 

• Solutions must be flexible; there is a range of
customer needs, components and requirements.

• Many devices will be mobile and may
transition from one domain to another. 

• Location determination will be important for
many devices and applications. 

• The smarter the device, data and application,
the more valuable the solution.

• Industry standards must be identified and
supported.

In essence, it has to be secure and
manageable and with the right protocols to
connect to IT systems or, increasingly, to the
cloud, whether this is private, public or a hybrid
of both. This is easier said than done, which is
why services in the past have largely been based
on a single device and single service. However,

the increasingly preferred approach is for a
broader range of services to make use of the
same data provided by the devices or sensors.

DEVELOPING THE SYSTEM
Many businesses have recognised the potential
of M2M technology and decided to undertake
an initial project. Usually, the plan is to improve
a specific area of the business via a pilot
programme, after which, it is expanded to full
or multi site deployment and the success
repeated within another business area. Often,
companies want to do as much of the M2M
project themselves as possible to save time and
maintain control. And, all too often, they learn
the hard way that there are many hidden pitfalls
in the ‘do it yourself’ approach.

“The biggest challenge for M2M continues to be implementation ...

while it is relatively simple to create a single device or service, it

remains a real challenge to scale the process and then operate it.”

WIND RIVER / EMBEDDED SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT
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web: www.windriver.com
tel: 01793 831831
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G
lobal energy consumption is

expected to grow by about 70% in

the next 25 years – driven by rising

standards of living in developing

countries.  Faced with this growth, consumers

and commerce alike are looking to the

electronics industry and demanding that

technology get smarter in terms of how it can

contribute to shifting loads and saving energy. 

There are three key elements to enabling

‘smart energy’ which need to be addressed: the

smart grid, including load balancing and

supporting demand and frequency response;

smart meters; and, lastly, the connected

appliances and systems (including sensors) that

are so important for the Internet of Things.

However, the international picture for smart

energy is somewhat confusing, not only in

terms of standards, but also in terminology,

definitions and law. Health and privacy

concerns keep rearing their heads and the

economics of implementing new technologies

are still being ironed out.

But analysts seem to agree the worldwide

market for smart meters is on a steep upward

trajectory. Pike Research1 forecasts that the

world market for smart meters will peak at

100million units in 2015. The growth of the

industry will be characterised by regional waves

of adoption, beginning with the North

American market, which will peak in 2012,

followed by a peak in Asia Pacific in 2015 and

Europe in 2017. By 2020, the global installed

base will reach 963m smart meters.

The installation of smart meters is just the

tip of the iceberg as far as the smart grid is

concerned. Major utilities throughout the world

are either actively engaged in, or planning, the

enormous task of connecting their grid assets –

such as substations, capacitor banks and

transformers – to their head end systems for

improved monitoring, control and automation.

This requires the installation of sensors, controls

and other grid optimisation solutions such as

synchrophasors and advanced reclosers.

According to ABI Research2, transmission

and distribution (T&D) investments are

expected to account for the lion’s share of

smart grid investments until 2017. On a

cumulative basis, almost $278billion will have

been invested globally in T&D infrastructure

by this time, compared to $48bn for the

purchase of smart meters. This illustrates that

opportunities in the smart grid go way

beyond those of the advanced metering

infrastructure. 

In terms of what is possible, technology is

forging ahead and ARM, with its low power,

energy efficient design philosophy, is well placed

in this market. Meters, for example, are expected

to operate for up to 20 years on one battery.

Low power ARM Cortex-M0 and Cortex-M0+

processor based MCUs are enabling the

deployment of long battery life systems and also

make possible the use of energy harvesting

technology for some smart energy solutions.

Microcontrollers based on ARM processors

feature in most new smart meter designs

around the world and in all geographies. Even

China, where the domestic smart meter market

Gary Atkinson, Director of Embedded Marketing
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Smart energy ecosystems provide opportunity for innovators

ARM

ARM designs the technology that is at

the heart of advanced digital products,

ranging from wireless, networking and

consumer entertainment solutions to

imaging, automotive, security and

storage devices. ARM’s comprehensive

product offering includes RISC

microprocessors, graphics processors,

video engines, enabling software, cell

libraries, embedded memories, high

speed connectivity products, peripherals

and development tools. Combined with

comprehensive design services, training,

support and maintenance, and the

company’s broad Partner community,

they provide a total system solution that

offers a fast, reliable path to market for

leading electronics companies. 

Powering change
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is very cost sensitive, is now moving towards
meters based on 32bit processors.

Useful innovation in smart energy is being
seen across the board, from start ups to major
players, and ARM’s technology is heavily
involved. Here are a few examples.

START UP INNOVATION
• Milliwatts to Megawatts. While ARM
processors set the benchmark for low power
operation, there’s one area where the benefits
are measured in megawatts. Amantys is
bringing a different ARM processor based
approach to a historically analogue world – that
of medium and high voltage power. 

The company has introduced a family of
insulated gate bipolar transistor (IGBT) module
drivers that give insight from the heart of
power switching. Powered by a Cortex-M3
processor, the drivers give vital control for more
efficient and reliable power switching.

Meanwhile, Amantys Power Insight allows
machines to deliver vital performance metrics
to the cloud – the ‘things’ which the internet
can connect.

• Streetlight revolution. While many local
councils are considering turning off one in every
10 streetlights to save money, the Enlight system
can deliver savings of up to 45% by improving
the efficiency of street lights. If the 8m
streetlamps in the UK were all to use EnLight
technology, this would save the UK 1m tonne of
CO2 each year. Each ARM processor based
EnLight ballast provides a soft start to increase
lamp life and has an overall energy efficiency of
95%, compared to 50 to 60% for traditional
magnetic versions. The ability to dim lights in 1%
increments means they can be turned down
after midnight – rather than turned off.

The ballast is also communications enabled,
so all lights in each district – which could be a
street or a whole village – can be managed
from a central location.

INDUSTRY INNOVATION
• Motors. Some 42% of all electricity
generated is consumed by industry and two
thirds of this is consumed by electric motors.
This means industrial electric motors consume
28% of all energy generated.

These motors often run continuously and
can cost hundreds of thousands of pounds a
year to run. As many were designed for a fixed
load or speed – despite the fact that load or
speed are often not constant – they are not as
efficient as they could be. Advanced intelligent
motor control systems, based on ARM Cortex-

M3 processors, can optimise each motor
dynamically for demand and reduce energy use
by an estimated 10%.

• Sensors. Monitoring is key to understanding
how energy is used and where efficiencies can
be made. This requires sensors and machines to
report constantly what they are doing so that
intelligent decisions can be made. This is a key
element of the smart grid and ARM is enabling
the industry to produce sensors that cost a few
pounds, but which have a five to ten year
battery life and talk wirelessly to the internet.

FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS
The Internet of Things presents big
opportunities for smart energy and ARM is
heavily involved with smart motor development
from industrial applications to domestic
appliances, with sensors, with electric vehicles
and with more efficient use of energy and
natural resources. 

In terms of the Smart Grid, transmission and
distribution will come to the fore and, in terms
of software, there will clearly be a boom in data
management and security systems. 

IMS Research’s recent survey3 says: “It is not
only the Government and utility companies that
are looking at ‘smart’ energy management
solutions. A range of other companies, from
relatively small start ups to major
telecommunications companies, are expected
to become more active in improving UK
households’ green credentials – for a nice fee.
For example, they can offer consumers a way 

to manage their electricity consumption 
online, letting them remotely control devices
such as thermostats and even individual plug
sockets.” 

The effects of innovative and useful
technology need to be maximised and, if that is
to happen, it is essential to gain the trust of the
end user. But the consumer needs the right
tools in order to become ‘smart’ – tools based
around the Internet of Things and smart home
energy management systems. Only then will
the consumer see the benefits and feel ‘in
control’; only then will truly smart energy
systems be possible.

References
1 Pike Research. Smart Meters report. May 2012
2 ABI Research Smart Grids study. May 2012
3 IMS Research. The World Market for Smart
Home Energy Management Systems – 2012
Edition. March 2012

“On a cumulative basis, almost $278billion will have been invested

globally in T&D infrastructure by [2017], compared to $48bn for the

purchase of smart meters. This illustrates that opportunities in the smart

grid go way beyond those of the advanced metering infrastructure.”

ARM / EMBEDDED SYSTEMS
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I
f there is one design pressure above any
other in today’s environment, it is that of
time to market. But an increasing concern is
the total cost of ownership (TCO) of a

project. While cost is always important, the
actual component bill of materials (BOM) is
becoming much less of an issue to customers
than the costs involved in software
development and the overall length of the
design cycle. So, design engineers face growing
pressure to bring products to market that offer
increasing amounts of functionality and
performance in ever shorter design timeframes.

Another important issue is that engineers –
and particularly those fresh out of university –
are increasingly neither specialised nor expert in
areas such as power or analogue design; they
are expected to have a broader skillset and
knowledge base. Meanwhile, design teams are
not getting any bigger, which means that
specialist know how is becoming increasingly
thin on the ground. And next generation
products need to implement ever higher
amounts of functionality and differentiation,
which can mean significantly increased
complexity. 

Engineers need more support for the design
and development of new products, which
means not just component samples, but also
design resources, such as hardware proven
reference designs, application notes, PCB

footprints and schematics, and CAD and Spice
models. 

This growing time to market pressure, in
conjunction with the requirement for higher
levels of design support, presents a significant
opportunity for companies such as RS to help
engineers get from concept to creation as
quickly and painlessly as possible.

ONLINE RESOURCES
Clearly, design engineers are becoming
increasingly reliant upon online sources of
design support and are more comfortable with
the use of forums and discussion boards, for
example. Along with better availability of open
source software, there is also a proliferation of
open source hardware designs and IP. The use
of open source hardware, such as the
Beagleboard or Arduino, is also increasing, in
conjunction with sharing of ideas and concepts
via online design communities, such as RS’
DesignSpark.com. And more specific hardware
IP, such as reusable high speed memory
interfaces, is increasingly available, along with
easily downloadable software stacks and drivers. 

While the use of open source hardware is
increasing, other custom alternatives are made
possible with the significant reduction in recent
years in the cost of board prototyping. Engineers
are increasingly using this first design iteration as
their system development board, rather than a

Martin Keenan, Head of Applications Strategy
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traditional microcontroller specific development
kit. This first prototype can be significantly closer
to the end product than can be achieved by the
use of an off the shelf kit and should lead to
further improved designs that are primarily bug
fixed iterations of the first. In addition to the cost
reduction of custom made boards, there has
been a strong upsurge in the popularity and
availability of free and increasingly functional
PCB design tools, such as DesignSpark PCB.

ONLINE TOOLS FOR SOURCING 
AND BUYING 
For the past two years, RS has focused it efforts
on supporting engineers and has developed a
string of eCommerce initiatives, including
advanced parametric search tools to aid fast,
accurate product selection and to create an
efficient purchasing experience for customers.
These sophisticated tools are essential to handle
the introduction of 5000 electronics products
each month to the online product range. 

• PCB design. While these initiatives have
brought significant improvements to the work
processes of engineers, RS has gone a step
further to develop an online design ecosystem
which remodels the way in which design
engineers source and share information. Two
years after the launch of DesignSpark.com and
DesignSpark PCB, more than 100,000
engineers are engaged in the DesignSpark
community and more than 160,000 downloads
have been made of the schematic capture and
PCB design tool.  

Drawing on research conducted among
DesignSpark users, the recent release of
DesignSpark PCB Version 4.0 is a substantial
extension of the software’s capabilities. Version
4.0 has evolved into a complete engineering
solution and makes the flow from design to
purchase considerably quicker and easier. The
simplicity of the DesignSpark PCB user interface
with its built in wizards has now been combined

with substantial time saving benefits for
engineers. New functionality within Version 4.0
includes tools to obtain quotes for the BOM and
production quotes from PCB manufacturing and
assembly subcontractors, and an enhanced
library manager, featuring an easy to use
attribute and part number driven interface to an
extended library of more than 80,000
components and still growing.  

• Component library. ModelSource is a
library that contains more than 80,000
component schematics and footprints of

semiconductors, passives and electromechanical
components from leading manufacturers. It is
available via DesignSpark.com, with
components available in more than 20 formats
for use with other popular PCB design software
packages. ModelSource is also integrated into
DesignSpark PCB Version 4.0, greatly
enhancing the software tool’s existing library. 

• 3D CAD. Another important way of speeding
design time is the integration of mechanical
computer aided design (MCAD) and electronic
(ECAD) and the gap between them has taken a
long time to close. The ability to visualise the
PCB in three dimensions, especially in
combination with the design of enclosures,
highlights any problem areas early in the design
process. Not only does this help to keep project
lead times to a minimum, but early
identification of potential problems also reduces
the need for expensive design changes later in
the process. Collaborative design enables

changes to be made immediately without
having to wait for concept drawings or
expensive prototypes. 

A number of tools are now available for
creating realistic design concepts, including the
free SketchUp from Trimble. This community
based collaborative approach to product design
can help minimise the time needed to create
concepts. To support engineers using these
mechanical design tools, a huge number of
models is available from RS Components,
enabling the free download of a 3D model of

the required components. SketchUp even
supports the simulation of moving parts,
highlighting any potential electromechanical
problems early in the design process. 

2013 AND BEYOND
By offering these online design resources free of
charge to engineers, RS is investing in the key
tools to enable designers to deliver excellence
more quickly. The latest version of DesignSpark
PCB is the realisation of a complete design
ecosystem, from concept to creation. Integrating
functionality such as the BOM and PCB
manufacturing production quote tools and the
ModelSource component library, eases the ‘Find,
Design and Buy’ process significantly for
engineering and product development
departments. RS will continue to work with its
customers to further develop tools and resources
to help engineers adapt to the changing
demands of a dynamic and fast moving industry. 

“Engineers need more and more support for the design and

development of new products, which means not just component

sample availability from distributors, but also the easy availability of

design resources such as hardware proven reference designs,

application notes, PCB footprints and schematics.”

RS COMPONENTS / DISTRIBUTION
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E
lectronic Design Automation (EDA) is a
central enabler for Moore’s Law, but
keeping up with Moore’s Law requires
continuous innovation from the EDA

industry. In fact, if you drop any one of EDA’s
major innovations of the last 25 years, engineers
would not be able to complete a modern chip.

What’s interesting is that the pace of these
innovations is not slowing; they are actually
accelerating. Why would that be?

It turns out that, despite the fact that Moore’s
Law advances at such a consistent rate, the
products and markets that it enables evolve in
waves. For the last 30 years, we have been riding
a huge wave defined by the PC and by planar
CMOS as the dominant semiconductor
technology. Innovation consisted of incrementing
those platforms – PCs got better graphics, faster
processors and more memory, while cmos got
faster and cheaper by narrowing the channel.
During the PC/CMOS era, it was pretty easy to
see and plan for the future.

Now, we are solidly in the post PC era, with
billions being spent to define and lead the next
generation of computing. The planar CMOS era
is also ending, with major semiconductor
manufacturers spending billions to develop
FinFETs.

This change puts great stress on EDA’s
customers. If they out innovate their
competitors and catch the public’s attention,
they could lead in this next era. If they do not,
they could cease to exist.

Synopsys sees this in its research, which
shows the number one concern amongst its

customers is meeting time to market schedules.
They must accelerate their innovation to
prosper – and they expect the same from their
EDA, IP and services partners.

It is not an exaggeration to say that
companies trying to design leading edge chips
today in the same way they did just three years
ago are going to fail. Every part of the design
flow is changed. 

INNOVATION IN IMPLEMENTATION
Implementation – the process of designing the
chip itself – is driven by three major challenges. 

• Gigascale Design. Today’s designs have
billions of transistors, yet engineers have to
design these chips to shorter schedules. To meet
these schedules, digital designers must adopt
new tools and methodologies such as: early
exploration, where the engineer can quickly
optimise the architecture and floorplan; look
ahead optimisation, which ensures that
decisions early in the flow correctly reflect what
happens in later stages; automated constraint
management, to ensure the instructions to tools
are consistent and correct; and hyperscale
technology that can handle hundreds of millions
of instances of signoff. And that’s just a few.

The design of analogue blocks is also a huge
challenge at lower geometries, where design
margins are much tighter. Solutions here
include: streamlined analogue mixed signal
(AMS) verification; analogue and digital co-
design methodology; transistor level reliability
analysis; and highly accurate transistor level
modelling to provide high confidence in

John Chilton, Senior Vice President, Marketing & Strategic Development
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transistor level simulation results. Unlike its
digital counterpart, the analogue design tool
space has been closed and non interoperable.
This lack of competition has slowed innovation.
The most important development in analogue
design is the creation of interoperable libraries
and tools which will spur competition and
innovation. 

• Gigahertz. The race for higher frequency
designs is on – again. Designers who leverage
unique physical guidance technology integrated
across tools, unique optimisations and
specialised methodologies can achieve the high
frequencies they want.

• Giga-complex geometries. Substantial
changes have taken place with each move to a
smaller geometry. To keep up with Moore’s
Law, new manufacturing and lithography
techniques are needed. These include double
patterning, which affects every step of the
design flow; 3D-IC; and FinFET.  

INNOVATION IN VERIFICATION
The verification challenge is exponential in terms
of time and cost. In an attempt to keep up with
verification requirements, compute farms have
doubled in size over recent years, verification
teams have grown to twice the size of their
design counterparts and the debug process now
accounts for 35% of the verification effort. 

The typical verification profile of a leading
edge design presents some staggering metrics –
tens of millions of lines of RTL and testbench
code, hundreds of thousands of assertions and
terabytes of coverage data to analyse. 

To accommodate the dramatic shift in the
design landscape, designers need innovations
that focus on key productivity bottlenecks and
which deliver significant improvements in
performance and capacity. For example, superior,
more intuitive debug that enables engineers to
quickly analyse vast amounts of data and find
design bugs; comprehensive, proven verification
IP that is fast, efficient and timely; and innovative
low power verification solutions. 

INNOVATION IN DESIGNING WITH IP
The use of preverified semiconductor IP in
SoCs can help address the challenges
associated with the exponential increase in
content and data. Today’s average chip
contains outsourced IP worth a few million
dollars; that’s a bargain, compared to the cost
of creating a chip from scratch. Strong points
for EDA include interface IP, embedded
memory IP and high quality analogue IP. 

To accelerate design innovation in IP, Synopsys
is looking to offer subsystems that integrate
multiple IP blocks with software in preverified
solutions. An audio subsystem, for example,
consists of hardware that is configurable and
tailored to application requirements; complete
audio system software that can plug seamlessly
into an application host; a virtual prototype, to
enable early and easy software development; an
FPGA reference design that serves as a complete
implementation platform; and IP integration
services. By offering designers a configurable,
SoC ready solution, a subsystem reduces the SoC
design and integration effort significantly, lowers
design risk and accelerates time to market.

INNOVATION IN PROTOTYPING
Today’s killer electronic system level (ESL) app is
a prototype – a fast system model executing
unmodified production code and providing
higher debugging/analysis efficiency.

With so much more software on a chip, the

semiconductor industry must consider new
approaches to tighten the hardware/software
relationship. Typically, software is developed
weeks or months after the chip is finished and
a company can’t get revenue from the chip
until the customer’s software is complete. The
way to address this problem is to use a virtual
prototype or FPGA based prototype that can
enable software development before the
physical chip is complete. By doing so, a
chipmaker can get a chip to market six to 12
months earlier than was previously possible. 

ACCELERATING INNOVATION
Innovation doesn’t happen in a vacuum: it takes
massive investments in R&D, hiring the best
engineers and working closely with customers. It
also requires collaboration with stakeholders
throughout the semiconductor design ecosystem
in as open a fashion as possible so the benefits
of innovation can extend across the industry. 

Whether our customers are designing
mobile phones, automobiles, engine controllers
or medical devices, accelerating innovation is an
imperative to successfully meeting time to
market goals.

“To accommodate the dramatic

shift in the design landscape,

designers need innovations that

focus on key productivity

bottlenecks and which deliver

significant improvements in

performance and capacity.”

SYNOPSYS / ELECTRONIC DESIGN AUTOMATION
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One of the trends during the 21st
Century has been the integration of
SoC like components into an FPGA

fabric. Today, all major FPGA vendors offer
devices with built in math blocks, high speed
serial interfaces and microprocessor cores. But
integration is not the only way to meet
customer requirements and, looking ahead,
2013 is going to be an exciting year for FPGAs,
because technological developments will make
FPGAs the leading way to implement systems
that require: security; low power; reliability;
and integration.

These developments will create a new way
for designers of medical, industrial and military
systems to develop differentiated products.

NEED FOR SECURITY
All FPGA configurations need to be protected
from being cloned, reverse engineered or
tampered with. Design security protects the
FPGA from design theft and/or alteration.

Many FPGAs have some design security
included in their feature set, but using it can be
difficult. The greatest advances in device security
will come from making base level security easy
to use and adopt. The ideal situation is to
provide security that works inherently, without
the need to do anything to implement it.

One of the issues with SRAM based FPGAs is
the need to configure the device every time it is
turned on. Normally, the configuration is loaded
from an external memory device, exposing the
design bit stream over the link between the two
devices. However, by storing the configuration

information in non volatile memory on chip, the
bit stream is never exposed and that makes it
impossible to capture the information. This
inherent security stops your design from being
copied and any proprietary IP from being stolen
and redistributed to a competitor. It also prevents
the design being tampered with for malicious
effect. 

Current generations of FPGAs only provide
design security. New security features will also
address data security, the protection of the
application data that the FPGA is processing.
Examples of data security features are:
• hardware protection from differential power
analysis attacks
• non deterministic random bit (number)
generator
• hardware firewalls to protect the integrated
ARM Cortex-M3 microcontroller core

NEED FOR LOW POWER 
Low power consumption is critical in many
systems but while microprocessors and
microcontrollers have included power saving
modes for years, these low power modes have
not been available in FPGAs until now.

Many systems operate reactively or
periodically and, for those systems, the
opportunity to reduce power by 95% (or more)
is possible. A reactive operation is when the
system is in a standby state waiting for an event
to trigger some processing activity. Once the
processing has been completed, the system
returns to its standby state. Examples of systems
that use reactive power schemes are patient

Paul Ekas, Vice President of Marketing, SoC Product Group
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health monitor alarms and movement sensors in
security alarms. With periodic operation,
processing activity takes place on a recurring
basis. While the device is not processing, it can
be placed into a standby mode. In both reactive
and periodic cases, the standby mode reduces
power by placing the FPGA in a very low power
mode between the bursts of activity. Examples of
periodic systems are standard wireless protocols
and heart rate monitors.

All SRAM based FPGAs consume large
amounts of static power just to remain
operational. The only option for a low power
mode is to turn the whole device off, which
means the FPGA’s state needs to be saved
before turning it off. On exit from the ‘low
power’ state, the FPGA must first be
reconfigured; only when restored to its previous
state can the operation continue. These power
up constraints make it impossible to implement
reactive or periodic power saving schemes in
SRAM based FPGAs.

Low power modes have been implemented
in non volatile memory based FPGAs for the
first time. The Flash*Freeze low power modes
available in Microsemi devices can be entered
into and exited from without affecting register
and SRAM states or the FPGA’s I/Os. The
microprocessor subsystem, along with its
peripherals and I/Os, can remain operational
throughout this time if desired. Flash*Freeze
mode can be entered into and exited from in
100µs.

NEED FOR RELIABILITY
Military systems are required to meet system
weight and power (SWaP) targets in order to
meet budgets and extend operational life of a
product. 

Military systems must operate flawlessly
after (often) prolonged periods of storage.
Meanwhile, industrial systems are increasingly
required to meet safety standards before they

can be delivered to end equipment users and
the need for reliability in medical systems has
always been a focus area.

Reliability issues in FPGAs are mostly caused
by single event upsets (SEU) changing the
contents of the configuration SRAM. This
SRAM controls the routing and logic
configuration of the device and any change will
cause an error in the design. This is an issue
that is largely ignored or even hidden by
vendors of SRAM based FPGAs. 

SEU effects are caused by Alpha particles in
the device’s packaging or by neutrons present
in the atmosphere; both contain sufficient
charge to change the content of one or more
bits in an SRAM. 

Flash memory based FPGAs are immune to

the effects of an SEU, eliminating the possibility
of design corruption and removing the most
common failure mode from a system. It also
eliminates the need for SEU mitigation found in
some SRAM based FPGAs. This approach takes
time to detect a fault and if possible correct it,
during which the damage can already be done. 

Reliable operation should also be safe
operation. Many industrial and medical systems
need to operate in a safety critical fashion in
order to prevent harm to users. A fault arising
from an SEU could, in an SRAM based FPGA,
cause industrial or medical machinery to fail
and cause injury. Using a flash memory based
FPGA will remove this risk.

As they become used in volume designs,
FPGAs need increased integration to reduce
cost and power consumption. FPGAs often

integrate functionality such as: embedded
processor cores; high speed memory interfaces;
and multi gigabit serial I/Os

NEED FOR INTEGRATION
Integration of an embedded processor core
removes the need for a soft processor core to
be created in the FPGA fabric and the speed
and size penalties of this approach. The same is
true of tightly coupling peripherals and
subsystems, such as memory controllers and
communication protocol interfaces. 

A non volatile FPGA does not need a
separate memory to hold the device
configuration. Integrating FPGAs with other
components, such as microprocessors, memory
devices and DDR memory interfaces, reduces

the component count on a board. Overall, this
reduces total system cost, reduces overall
power consumption and improves reliability.

The major advancements in FPGA
technology for 2013 will be in the fields of:
• security
• low power
• reliability
• integration

These developments will allow designers of
medical, industrial and military systems to create
differentiated products. Designers of highly
reliable, secure and low power embedded
systems will no longer just have a FPGA or a
microcontroller (or potentially both), to consider;
they will now have access to a system on chip
FPGA that inherently solves the four major
needs of system design.

“Designers of highly reliable, secure and low power embedded

systems will … have access to a system on chip FPGA that inherently

solves the four major needs of system design.”

MICROSEMI / PROGRAMMABLE LOGIC
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T
he technology landscape in the UK has
developed somewhat differently from
North America and Asia. Britain has not
witnessed the massive growth of firms

like Apple or the rise of global internet giants
such as Google and Facebook. Neither has it
seen the emergence of state backed OEMs like
Samsung and Huawei. Nonetheless, the UK has
managed to develop global leaders in sectors
and markets ranging from semiconductor IP to
motor sport and high end audio and
entertainment systems. Companies such as
ARM, Imagination Technologies, McLaren,
Pace, Amino Communications, Linn and Naim
are some of the most visible brands. 

The UK finds itself today with a rather
fragile ecosystem that relies heavily on the
quality and creativity of its engineers. This, in
turn, requires a relatively light manufacturing
base able to support rapid prototyping with
much smaller but highly responsive supply
chains. This fragility is partly due to the lack of
OEM brands with scale, which is triggering
suppliers to relocate elsewhere in order to
partner and innovate. Customer proximity gives
a clear competitive advantage to suppliers as it
allows them to develop marketable and
scalable solutions from the beginning and
minimise the risks of failure. 

The UK has historically managed to preserve
large aerospace and defence players, such as
Rolls-Royce and BAE Systems, although the
defence budgetary constraints as part of the
austerity climate are exposing overreliance on a
vertical market largely driven by government

spending. The main opportunity now is to
capitalise on megatrends that are driving
innovation in emerging markets where
electronics plays a vital role, such as mobile
technology, electric vehicles, smart infrastructure
and medical/assisted living equipment. 

The path to recovery and growth will be
arduous and success can only be achieved
through better alignment between government
and industry. In the 1980s, government support
was crucial in attracting US and Japanese
companies to invest in Britain. The government
provided financial support, competitive labour
and competitive taxation. Other factors
included the multicultural approach to R&D
activities; synergies between engineers with
different backgrounds, the English language
and world class universities. The situation is
rather different now as the UK has failed to
protect its manufacturing base (unlike
Germany, where Mittelstands companies excel
in complex, high value niches, and their
capabilities are not easily mimicked by foreign
competitors) and is perceived as too costly
when compared to countries offering similar
capabilities. In addition, high salaries and rising
costs of energy risk making the UK less
competitive in the future. Strengths in UK
electronics lie more in IP creation and niche
manufacturing, rather than process technology
or mass market hardware innovations. The UK
should therefore focus on its areas of
excellence and expertise without trying to
reverse decades of unbalanced policies.

Countries such as India and Israel

Marco Pisano, Electronics Programme Manager
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UK electronics companies should focus on the megatrends
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systematically match industry’s R&D funding
and have managed to attract best in class
innovators. Government incentives in the UK
have not proven adequate and universities risk
further widening the divide with the private
sector. On the other hand, universities in Israel –
a small country with few natural resources – are
more dynamic in marketing their skills to
industry. Mechanisms should therefore be in
place to ensure public purchasers and research
communities are in line with industry. Unlike
China and the US, the UK has a small domestic
market and so must have an export mindset
from day one.

Scaling a business from start up to a
national, then global, success story has
traditionally proven difficult for a variety of
reasons. Poor access to capital and the right
skills (directly or through the supply chain) are
often cited as the main causes, but many SMEs
fail to scale because their business plan does
not include global outreach from the start or
because customer engagement is left until it’s
too late. Large OEM customers often act as
‘innovation catalysts’ as they encourage a range
of SMEs to develop solutions which allow them
to export and grow as a result. Giants such as
IBM, Microsoft and Apple are surrounded by
highly responsive SME suppliers that help them
innovate and grow. In the UK, large players
such as BT, the BBC and Vodafone have, so far,
failed to act as a sizeable innovation pool for
local start ups.

Getting meaningful financial support has
become difficult, partly due to an ‘anti

technology’ culture amongst investors, who see
potentially disruptive technologies (especially
hardware) as ‘too risky’. This culture might have
even affected management styles and
aspirations among entrepreneurs, prompting
early exit strategies and lack of global vision.
Many individuals who start a business in the UK

with clear plans to get acquired thus end up
making short term tactical decisions, rather
than those aimed to build the company. 

In such an environment, the focus ought to
be on Britain’s strengths and heritage in
electronics and technology, rather than trying to
emulate and catch up with other countries.
There are great opportunities to test and develop
a UK systematic approach to innovation and to
capitalise on global megatrends. Opportunities
emerging from NHS driven innovation in
healthcare or smart tech advances as a result of
government support, for example, could create
the big technology brands of the future.
However, policy should be implemented now to
achieve change in the next five to ten years. 

By working closely with government and
partners, Intellect is ensuring its members and

the wider community are well promoted and
getting the right level of visibility. Campaigns
such as ‘Automate Britain’ will help stakeholders
and the wider public understand the
opportunities offered by technology and
advanced manufacturing. Activities around such
themes as ‘smart cities’ and ‘automated homes

and factories’ will allow companies to forge early
partnerships and to expand into new markets. 

Unresolved issues, such as skills shortage and
culture change, will take years to be addressed
successfully and Intellect will play a central part
in driving awareness and exposure. Despite the
general mindset, fuelled by the national media,
that jobs in engineering and manufacturing are
perceived as ‘old fashioned’ (whereas, in the US,
the internet has made it ‘cool’ to be a geek), the
UK has managed to produce only a few visible
brands – but Vodafone, Dyson and McLaren
could be used as international marketing stories
to showcase British talent. Joint campaigns
should be designed specifically to raise public
awareness of UK electronics with positive
messages directed at children at schools and
their parents. 

“The main opportunity for the UK’s electronics community is to

capitalise on megatrends that are driving innovation in emerging

markets where electronics plays a vital role, such as mobile

technology, electric vehicles, smart infrastructure and

medical/assisted living equipment.”

INTELLECT / UK ELECTRONICS
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Over the last several decades, the basic
model of instrumentation has
remained largely unchanged.

Engineers and scientists have typically selected
fixed function hardware and used software,
such as NI LabVIEW, on a PC to control the
instrument. The PC and bus that connects
them have taken on many guises, ranging
from a desktop PC controlling instruments via
LAN, serial or GPIB, to a complete modular
approach (such as the open industry standard
PXI platform) that is optimised for automated
test and measurement.

But even modular instruments have much of
their functionality defined in their embedded
firmware by the vendor; there are no means for
you to change this firmware to suit your specific
application. However, the notion of fixed
function hardware is becoming outmoded. Just
ask mobile phone providers struggling to rapidly
adapt to software based smartphones.
Customers are demanding the ability to tailor
their phones’ functionality to match specific,
individual needs using software running within
these devices for more control. So why should
test equipment be any different?

The next generation of instrumentation
technology is making it possible for engineers
to redesign software running on the
instrument itself – the firmware. This
approach, known as software designed
instrumentation, takes the focus away from
what the vendor thinks the instrument should

be used for and places the emphasis on what
the user really needs it to do. 

To give an example, let’s look at a typical
instrument – the spectrum analyser. The
traditional spectrum analyser uses a swept
tuned approach to measurements: the local
oscillator is swept through the band of interest
and the resulting intermediate frequency signal
goes through an analogue resolution
bandwidth filter. This increases test times and
reduces flexibility.

Traditionally, if you wanted to scale the
capability of the spectrum analyser for better
standards coverage, you focused on the
vendor. Much of the instrument’s functionality
was effectively determined through the
vendor’s choice of analogue component and
fixed signal processing to accommodate the
greatest number of use cases when the
instrument was developed. This is an inflexible
paradigm that is difficult to scale to emerging
new wireless standards.

A more flexible approach is to use a digital
signal analyser, which makes use of internal
processing components like FPGAs to perform
RF algorithms inside the data stream of the
instrument. Digital up conversion, digital down
conversion and fractional resampling are
examples of techniques for which FPGAs have
become essential to achieve cost effective test
times. Because a test system’s signal processing
needs are likely to evolve over time with new
standards, improved algorithms or changes to

Jeremy Twaits, Regional Automated Test Product Manager
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Redefining RF instrumentation with software designed instruments

Rack and stack 
takes a back seat

NATIONAL INSTRUMENTS

Since 1976, National Instruments has
equipped engineers and scientists with tools
that accelerate productivity, innovation, and
discovery. NI’s graphical system design
approach provides an integrated software
and hardware platform that simplifies
development of any system that needs
measurement and control. Engineers and
scientists use this platform from design to
production in multiple industries, advanced
research, and academia. The company’s
long term vision and focus on improving
society through its technology has led to
strong, consistent company growth and
success of its customers, employees,
suppliers and shareholders.
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schemes specific to the device under test
(DUT), the ability to modify the code inside the
instrument’s FPGA can empower a test system
operator to keep pace without scrapping
hardware. Access to the FPGA is also crucial in
transceiver systems for which decision making
may need to take place quickly between the
receipt of information and the generation of a
response with very low latency. To give one
example, testing devices like RFID tags requires
short, closed loop response times; access to
FPGAs in the data stream provides test
engineers a viable approach to address this.

This is also true with ‘protocol aware’
systems, for which asynchronous serial
protocol communication is required for test. By
building the specifics of the protocol into the
FPGA, you can abstract the programming to a
high enough level to focus on the information
being transmitted or received instead of
concentrating on the low level details of the
protocol communication. This can make
measurement systems much more code-
modular as protocols change or evolve.

Simply providing the ability to program the
FPGA, however, is not enough for this
capability to be useful. The programming
language must be accessible and productive
enough for RF test engineers, which has often
been a barrier when limited to hardware
description languages like VHDL and Verilog,
which are often the sole preserve of embedded
designers. The LabVIEW FPGA graphical
programming toolchain is crucial to bridging
this gap, as it allows engineers to use the same
tool to program their instrument firmware as
they would to control and automate their
measurement hardware.

The first example of a truly software
designed instrument is National Instruments’
PXIe-5644R Vector Signal Transceiver (VST),
which is software centric from the ground up.
The module incorporates a vector signal

generator and analyser alongside high speed
digital I/O, but the key component is a user
programmable FPGA. This pushes software as
close as possible to the point where RF signals
are converted to bits, and allows the user to
completely customise the open source
firmware to their needs.

An example of an organisation putting the
software designed approach into action is
Qualcomm Atheros, which has achieved a 200
times increase in test speed over its previous
‘rack and stack’ system. Using the VST, it can
control the digital interface to the DUT
simultaneously alongside vector signal
generation and analysis. Despite the rack and

stack solution being fully automated, it could
only characterise 30 to 40 channel settings at
any given time, using an iterative estimation
approach to determine the best possible gain
settings for the device. Switching to software
designed instrumentation led to such great
improvements in characterisation time that
complete gain table sweeps can now be
performed for a device in one insertion,
removing the iterative aspect. This allows
optimum gain settings to be determined
empirically, allowing additional operational
modes, since the performance of the radios
can be better understood. 

Qualcomm Atheros’ Director of Engineering
Doug Johnson stated: “Instrumentation
flexibility and ‘to the pin’ control are critical for
keeping our RF test process as efficient as
possible and we’re pleased with the
performance gains we’ve seen when testing
with NI’s new vector signal transceiver. The NI

PXIe-5644R ... has improved our test
throughput significantly.”

As WLAN standards continue to evolve and
become more complex, they require more
measurements. Consequently, total test time
increases. To combat this, measurement speed
must increase. In 2007, Qualcomm Atheros
began testing of 802.11n enabled devices and
switched to modular PXI based instrumentation,
leading to an initial 10x improvement in test
time. The move to software designed
instruments for testing 802.11ac in 2012
resulted in 20x improvements.

DUT control is just one of the many
applications that can be enhanced by software

designed instrumentation. The low latency and
inline processing offered by FPGAs make
applications like real time channel emulation
and power level servoing obvious candidates
for software designed instruments, but the
possibilities are really only limited by the user.
It’s similar to the advance of user empowered
smartphones; we could not have imagined the
extent to which the software centric
architecture has now transformed the phone
from a simple communication device to an
essential item that solves a diverse range of our
daily problems.

The beauty of user empowered
instrumentation is that, for every application
we can think of right now, engineers will
continue to find new challenges that can be
solved with this flexible approach. How will
your perceptions of instrumentation change
once software designed instruments become
mainstream?

“Software designed instrumentation takes the focus away from

what the vendor thinks the instrument should be used for and places

the emphasis on what the user really needs it to do.”

NATIONAL INSTRUMENTS / TEST & MEASUREMENT
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The Technology Strategy Board recently
announced that it is investing up to
£4million in a competition that will

stimulate the development of an open
application and services ecosystem for the
Internet of Things. Indeed, with Ericsson
predicting there will be 50billion connected
devices by the end of the decade, M2M
communications technology will certainly have
to overcome the challenges regarding
scalability and support for new applications.

“Its’ a massively fragmented market,” said
Emmanuel Walckenaer, senior vp and general
manager of Sierra Wireless’ solutions and
service business unit. Unlike the consumer
mobile market, there is not one single
application; rather, he says, more than 300
verticals. “Here, every single project, every
single customer, has a unique need.”

Walckenaer noted how M2M applications
are generally considered to be difficult to build
and are proving even harder to manage as the
number of connected devices increases. Ideally,
applications need to be built in weeks, rather
than years. He said that while there are some
comprehensive offers on the module/gateway
side and that standards and initiatives are
progressing, removing complexity will be the
tipping point for the technology to become
mainstream.

“We believe this market will take off if we
bring enough simplicity,” said Walckenaer.
“This market will take off if we can bring some
type of disruption in the way people can build

M2M solutions.” Sierra Wireless has recently
launched a cloud based platform designed to
solve such M2M challenges of complexity, time
to market, scalability and security. “The whole
objective is to bring agility and simplicity,” he
added.

Jürgen Hase, head of Deutsche Telekom’s
M2M Competence Centre believes there are two
main drivers for M2M. “On the one hand, we
need to focus on enhancing and simplifying
processes. The second is to offer new services
and applications.”As technology becomes
cheaper, it is easier to implement these solutions.

INTERNATIONAL MARKETPLACE
Earlier this year, Deutsche Telekom created an
online international M2M marketplace to not
only make it easier for vendors to reach
beyond their regular sales channels, but allow
to allow customers to compare M2M products.

Hase observed that. previously, customers
seeking an M2M solution would have to
contact many different companies – for
modules, production and connectivity. “That’s
the reason it makes sense to create one clear
marketplace, where you can find a range of
M2M products and companies  in one place.

“The M2M Marketplace is unique – nobody
else offers anything like this. Users have the
opportunity to discover new and exciting
solutions that were simply not on their radar.”

One example of this could be what Hase
refers to as ‘the connected cow’. In this rather
unusual application, M2M technology is being

Simon Fogg, Associate Editor, New Electronics
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M2M technology is entering the mainstream and enabling the connection 
of up to 50billion devices – even cows could have their own IP address

Joining 50billion dots
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used to measure the temperature of a cow and
alert the farmer via SMS about the beast’s
health. Although at first it may seem like a
joke, Hase points out this is actually an
excellent example of M2M industrial
automation. To the farmer, the cow is
essentially a machine that can be monitored,
so it makes perfect sense to take
measurements.

Outside of the farm, which sectors are really
leading the charge in M2M communications
technology? Walckenaer draws attention to
fleet management and optimising logistics, as
well as the connected car. “This is not only
through 2G communications, but also through
3G or 4G, bringing broadband connectivity to
cars,” he said. “You’ve got a variety of
applications there.”

Hase agrees. “With a long term view, the
M2M sector  is really driven by  small and
medium enterprises (SMEs) because they can
embed M2M  and use it quickly and easily.” An
example could be a small solar panel company
using M2M to monitor solar panels remotely.
“However,” he adds, “The next major sector to
adopt M2M will be automotive.” Rather than
continue tweaking statistics such as
performance, this industry will now be adding
entirely new telemetric services.

Of course, the market requirements differ in
terms of application. Some applications, such
as smart metering, only generate a little
information per day and so  will not require
much bandwidth.

“If you look at some applications data flow
is very limited,” said Walckenaer. “So if you’re
monitoring a machine, you may just need a
few kilobytes per month – with embedded
technology, you just extract the information
you need and 2G would be just perfect for
these applications.”

On the other side of the spectrum there are
video and CCTV applications. Walckenaer’s

example is video from police cars being
monitored at a central location. “Typically, for
this type of application, 4G technology will be
the best,” he said. “High broadband, super high
quality.” For Walckenaer, the key is to
understand the needs of the customer and to
offer the right technology to deploy the solution.

There are advantages and disadvantages to
all mobile technologies. “The benefits of 2G and
GPRS technologies is that they are very cost
effective,” said Walckenaer. 4G on the other
hand, opens up a high quality broadband
channel with the device. “It’s a bit more
expensive and the coverage and deployment of
networks is not yet complete,” he said. “But for

video, mission critical and always on applications,
this type of connectivity will be superb.”

Hase is succinct: “In the long term, mobile
technology will be based on 3G/4G.” he said.
“Most M2M applications run on less than
5Mbyte /month, so you don’t need high
bandwidth. The most important thing is it has
to work.”

EVOLVING IN TWO WAYS
The technology is evolving in two ways. “It’s
getting more efficient every day,” said
Walckenaer. “Modules are getting smaller and
smaller; you can embed them in virtually any
object now. In the same way, bandwidth is
getting larger. So the number of potential
applications is increasing rapidly. You can
almost do whatever you want.”

According to Walckenaer, connectivity has
improved by a factor of 50 in the past five
years and this will continue. “Now, the
problem is how to collect, classify and store all
the information coming from these machines
and how to make this available to the
application,” he noted. It’s critical for solutions
and service providers to get this information
into their back end system and actually do
something with it.

This leads to the business implications
surrounding security and trust. “Security is
getting more and more important. You cannot
afford to have unsecure applications,” said
Walckenaer. When you have connectivity in

cars, it’s vital that it isn’t breached. Likewise,
you wouldn’t want your smart meter or your
livestock hacked either. 

Security and confidentially of the data is
another issue entirely. Hase added that
securing the data is vital. “It’s absolutely
necessary to be a trusted partner,” he said.

Both Hase and Walckenaer see the market
growing – whether it’s coffee machines, cars or
cows. Platforms from both companies are
helping address the challenges of M2M and
ensuring it becomes safe, simple to use and
scalable.

Hase believes communications technology
will soon make the internet of things a reality.
“We will use M2M without knowing that we
are using M2M,” he concluded. “It will appear
in our daily lives more regularly.”

“Modules are getting smaller and smaller; you can embed them in

virtually any object now. In the same way, bandwidth is getting

larger. So the number of potential applications is increasing rapidly.

You can almost do whatever you want.”

NEW ELECTRONICS / COMMUNICATIONS
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T
he desire to be seen to be green is
seeing the trend to lower voltages go
into sharp reverse. The devices beyond
the point of load (PoL) continue to

reduce their internal supply voltages to avoid
stressing their transistors to the point of failure.
But low voltages lead to high currents and high
energy losses. To avoid burning huge amounts
of power, wiring of more than a few millimetres
in length is moving to higher supply voltages. 

 IBM has already taken the step, moving
from the traditional 12V distribution bus to 44V
dc. Supplying the PoL converters for these
machines, Picor used a factorised power
approach. This employs a two stage conversion
down to 1V, but the devices sit close together
to avoid significant losses. Today, it is difficult to
perform that conversion in one step, but
companies such as Vicor are working on it. 

Claudio Tuozzolo, president of Vicor
subsidiary Picor, says: “We see an emerging
trend in computing and communications,
where you convert from 380V to 48V and from
48V to the point of load in one step.”

Picor plans to produce dc/dc converters that
can take 48V as an input – seeing that as the
likely emerging standard given its prevalence in
telecom – and deliver a 1V dc output in one
package. Its current offering takes a 36V input.
The company is unlikely to be alone, but SoC
designers are willing to meet the PoL supply

vendors part way by increasing the voltages they
will accept and integrating their own voltage
regulators to convert down to the sub 1V levels
demanded by advanced cmos processes.

“If you look at the way that scaling of
microprocessors is going, fine grained power
regulation and delivery is now omnipresent.
You are looking at the use of multiple power
domains on chip. The only way to deliver
power in an efficient way to use on die voltage
regulators,” explained Intel engineer Arijit
Raychoudury at the 2012 VLSI Circuits
Symposium. The Intel team developed a voltage
regulator based on digital technology that
could generate a range of output voltages from
a stable, higher voltage input. 

On die regulators will make it possible for a
processor to take an input of around 3V and
produce on chip voltages ranging from 0.8 to
1.2V, where most of them currently operate.

Intel’s approach uses standard cmos
processes, albeit with improved passives such as
capacitors and inductors that can be
implemented in the thick metal layers above
the chip’s surface. Some companies are looking
at more ambitious process options, using
materials originally developed for use in
displays and other devices that need thin film
transistors because of their transparency and
suitability for low temperature processing.

At the VLSI Symposium, Renesas and

Chris Edwards, Contributing Editor
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Power conversion opts
for reverse swing
While cmos supplies move below 1V, power component
manufacturers are looking at  much higher breakdown voltages.
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Samsung described approaches based on
oxides of different combinations of indium and
zinc. Samsung engineer Sanghun Jeon says
despite these oxide materials being amorphous,
rather than crystalline, they have comparatively
high carrier mobility, as well as a wide bandgap
and breakdown voltages in excess of 100V.
They may not go as far as supporting the
integration of high power transistors, but Jeon
says: “In conventional power systems, the
power management ic and gate driver are
separate devices. In our implementation, they
are integrated.”

Using indium gallium zinc oxide, Renesas’
engineers have used comb structures to
integrate experimental high voltage transistors
on top of test chips based on standard cmos
logic. Renesas researcher Kishou Kaneko says
the process could improve integration in
automotive power systems by bring logic and
power control together, but systems issues will
restrict how far integration can go.

 Maik Herzog, director of electronic design
automation at Infineon, says the company is
looking at increasing packaging density and
integration in automotive electronics. “The mcus
will be separate, but everything else will reduce
down to one big system chip,” he believes,
which could introduce heat management issues
when high power designs such as airbag triggers
are integrated with control logic.

“You could have firing squib controls that
get very hot very close to an mcu. Will you
know what these big temperature gradients
will do to your timing?”

 For the higher voltage PoL power devices
that will be used with renewable energy systems
and electric or hybrid vehicles, attention is
shifting towards new materials, such as silicon
carbide (SiC) and gallium nitride (GaN).

Both SiC and GaN have bandgaps around
three times larger than that of silicon. Their
critical field rating – which leads to higher

breakdown voltages – is ten times higher than
silicon. Although SiC’s carrier mobility is worse
than that of silicon, it has much higher thermal
conductivity. As a result, SiC devices can run
reliably at junction temperatures of more than
150°C, saving heatsink and packaging costs. 

GaN has better carrier mobility than silicon,
but two factors make its use in power
semiconductors in the long term less certain.
One is its much higher wafer cost. In a paper
presented at the Conference on Integrated
Power Electronics Systems (CIPS) earlier this
year, Nando Kaminski of the University of
Bremen said bulk GaN wafers cost around
€100/cm2, versus €10 for SiC or silicon’s €0.10.

The improved density of SiC devices, thanks to
their higher breakdown voltage and thermal
characteristics, is likely to lead to device cost
parity with silicon relatively quickly, he claims.

Power semiconductor manufacturers can
take advantage of a different form of scaling to
their digitally oriented brethren: they are making
more use of 3d techniques, arranging transistors
and protective diodes vertically such that the
active region extends through the wafer itself. 

Diodes and transistors go not just on the top
of chip, but also on the bottom. In one design
being used by Infineon, a bipolar power
transistor goes on the top surface, with the
diode which protects it going on the back. Each
diode and transistor are made up of hundreds
of cells to reduce the resistance through the
semiconductors when they are switched on: if

not, they will get extremely hot and fail. But the
connection between the diode and transistor
also needs low resistance. This means using not
just lots of parallel vias through the wafer, but
also reducing the physical distance between
them. The best way to do that is to shave the
wafer so it is less than 100µm thick. 

Removed from a protective case, the foil like
wafer buckles. “The stresses from
manufacturing make the wafer bend by itself,”
explained Reinhard Ploss – now Infineon’s ceo –
at the ISS Europe conference earlier this year.

Because of their high raw wafer cost, GaN
devices are likely to be fabricated epitaxially on
much cheaper silicon wafers, at the cost of

crystal defects and overall performance. The
use of epitaxial layers means that, in contrast to
silicon and SiC devices, the transistors have to
be arranged horizontally and these tend to take
up more area because of the space needed for
contacts. Lateral devices also have trouble
sustaining high electric fields, which reduces
the voltage that they can support reliably. 

As GaN is a direct semiconductor, bipolar
transistors are problematic because the carrier
lifetime is so low. GaN can, in principle, still be
used to make power mosfets, but unless SiC
runs into trouble, the III-V material is more likely
to find its way into high frequency, rather than
high power, applications. But further work on
materials will help to keep pushing the voltages
for high efficiency power delivery up, while
cmos logic gradually slides to less than 1V.

“Power semiconductor manufacturers can take advantage of a

different form of scaling to their digitally oriented brethren: they are

making more use of 3d techniques, arranging transistors and

protective diodes vertically such that the active region extends

through the wafer itself.”

NEW ELECTRONICS / BOARD LEVEL POWER
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